Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design is production worthy. You should completely validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.

This design is not guaranteed to meet the specifications, will be suitable for your application or fit for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained therein. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant this design will meet the specifications, will be suitable for your application or fit for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design is production worthy. You should completely validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.
Vin = 4V - 40V

R27 and R28 set output to 14V
Install J13 for 7V output
components should be placed such that the signals can routed least by x3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path, symetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled design follow the guidelines decribed below: Route together pairs.

Layout note: For all differential pairs (DS-2 and FPDS) in this design follow the guidelines decribed below. Route together with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled vias. Keep the traces symmetrical and the same number of VIAS. Keep traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it symmetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at least by 3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path. Components should be placed such that the signals can routed in passes through metal.

Components should be placed such that the signals can routed least by x3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path, symetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled design follow the guidelines decribed below: Route together pairs.

Layout note: For all differential pairs (DS-2 and FPDS) in this design follow the guidelines decribed below. Route together with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled vias. Keep the traces symmetrical and the same number of VIAS. Keep traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it symmetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at least by 3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path. Components should be placed such that the signals can routed in passes through metal.

Components should be placed such that the signals can routed least by x3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path, symetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled design follow the guidelines decribed below: Route together pairs.

Layout note: For all differential pairs (DS-2 and FPDS) in this design follow the guidelines decribed below. Route together with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled vias. Keep the traces symmetrical and the same number of VIAS. Keep traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it symmetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at least by 3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path. Components should be placed such that the signals can routed in passes through metal.

Components should be placed such that the signals can routed least by x3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path, symetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled design follow the guidelines decribed below: Route together pairs.

Layout note: For all differential pairs (DS-2 and FPDS) in this design follow the guidelines decribed below. Route together with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled vias. Keep the traces symmetrical and the same number of VIAS. Keep traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it symmetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at least by 3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path. Components should be placed such that the signals can routed in passes through metal.

Components should be placed such that the signals can routed least by x3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path, symetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled design follow the guidelines decribed below: Route together pairs.

Layout note: For all differential pairs (DS-2 and FPDS) in this design follow the guidelines decribed below. Route together with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled vias. Keep the traces symmetrical and the same number of VIAS. Keep traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it symmetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at least by 3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path. Components should be placed such that the signals can routed in passes through metal.

Components should be placed such that the signals can routed least by x3 of the trace width. NO STUBS on the signal path, symetrical through all signals. Keep diff pairs separated at number of VIAS to minimum. If VIAS are used, make it traces on layers adjacent to the ground plane. Keep the with controlled differential 100ohm impedance and controlled design follow the guidelines decribed below: Route together pairs.
Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that this design will meet the specifications, will be suitable for your application or fit for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained therein. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design is production worthy. You should completely validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.

Install Jumpers for 5V cameras
Remove Jumpers for 12V cameras
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